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Abstract
A strategic plan to develop a matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization with time-of-flight
(MALDI-TOF/TOF) tandem mass spectrometry (MS) method in conjunction with a
biomarker database for rapid microbial identification is described in this technical
memorandum. The objective is to develop rapid, highly sensitive and definitive protocols for
detection and identification of BW agents such as Bacillus species and demonstrate their
effectiveness. The protocols will be based on MALDI-TOF MS technology applicable to
intact microorganisms. MALDI can directly analyze biological samples for biomarkers
(proteins, lipids, etc.). Forensic biomarkers can be used to identify microorganisms at species
and strain levels. In addition to method development, a new mass spectral biomarker database
could be created and populated for selected species and strains, starting with selected Bacillus
species. This technology would create a new area for comprehensive forensic analysis of
biological materials that are not addressed by current methods (PCR and DNA sequencing,
and immunoassays). This memorandum contains a review of Bacillus species and current
detection and identification methods, and a review of MALDI-TOF/TOF MS methods and
biomarker databases.

Résumé
Ce document technique décrit un plan stratégique consistant à mettre au point une méthode de
spectrométrie de masse (SM) avec temps de vol en tandem avec ionisation – désorption par
impact laser assistée par matrice (MALDI -TV/ TV) qui utilise parallèlement une base de
données de dépistage biologique permettant une identification microbienne rapide. L’objectif
est de mettre au point des protocoles rapides, hautement sensibles et définitifs de détection et
d’identification d’agents de guerre biologiques tels que les espèces Bacillus et d’en démontrer
leur efficacité. Les protocoles seront basés sur la technologie de SM MALDI-TV applicable à
des microorganismes intacts. La technique MALDI peut directement analyser des échantillons
biologiques pour des biomarqueurs (protéines, lipides, etc.). Les biomarqueurs médico-légaux
peuvent être utilisés pour identifier des microorganismes au niveau des espèces et des
souches. En plus de mettre au point une méthode, on pourrait créer une nouvelle base de
données de dépistage biologique par spectre de masse et la peupler pour des espèces et des
souches sélectionnées, en commençant avec des espèces Bacillus sélectionnées. Cette
technologie créerait ainsi une nouvelle sphère pour les analyses médico-légales détaillées de
matériaux biologiques dont ne traitent pas les méthodes actuelles (séquençage et immunoessais PCR et ADN). Ce document comprend une étude des espèces Bacillus et des méthodes
actuelles de détection et d’identification ainsi qu’une étude des méthodes MS TV /MALDITV et des bases de données de dépistage biologique.
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Executive summary
Introduction: Traditional bacterial taxonomy to characterize microorganisms is timeconsuming, labour-intensive, and largely inaccurate. Recent advances in molecular biological
methods can classify and identify bacteria with better accuracy, but still suffer drawbacks
such as lack of viability (live/dead) information, and requires the specificity and availability
of nucleic acid primers. Newer molecular sub-typing methods to classify bacterial strains and
isolates are gaining interest in biodefence, yet each primer set experiment is specific to a
certain bacterium and therefore cannot become a rapid, broad-based method for bacterial
detection and identification.
Significance: This article describes a rapid bacterial detection and identification method using
a combination of matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization tandem time-of-flight mass
spectrometry (MALDI-TOF/TOF MS) and development of an in-house biomarker database.
The proposed method uses a two-dimensional protein identification (mass-fingerprinting and
proteomic-based sequencing technique) to correlate bacterial genotypic and phenotypic
characteristics. As the function of a cell or a bacterium is based on proteins, rapid
identification of specific proteins associated with specific functions, such as bacterial toxicity
or viability would provide more in-depth information than nucleic acid based identification
methods alone.
MALDI-TOF mass spectrometry has been a prominent technique in detection of
biomolecules. With tandem mass spectrometry, MALDI-TOF/TOF MS, one can identify
biomolecules such as proteins or peptides with high accuracy. In recent years, MALDI-TOF
has been used expansively to profile bacterial proteins and glycoproteins, peptides,
carbohydrates, and lipids. MS has the potential to become a broad-based biodetector with
direct interrogation of whole bacterial cells, without much sample processing required.
A review of currently used bacterial detection and identification methods and tandem mass
spectrometry of MALDI-TOF/TOF, and development of biomarker databases in public and
private domains is included in this memorandum.
Future Research: Initially, the proposed work would focus on the Bacillus cereus group,
which consisted of B. anthracis, B. cereus, and B. thuringiensis. Specific data relating to
protein markers and live/dead identification in MS would be included in the development of
the in-house biomarker database. Once the method is developed and proven with Bacillus
species, the method could be expanded to other bioagents, viruses, and other bacteria
implicated in human infectious diseases.

Chan, N.W.C., Lee, W.E., Mester, Z. 2006. Rapid detection & identification of Bacillus
species using MALDI-TOF and biomarker database. DRDC Suffield TM 2006-078.
Defence R&D Canada – Suffield.
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Sommaire
Introduction: La taxonomie bactérienne classique caractérisant les microorganismes absorbe
du temps, est exigeante en main-d’œuvre et souvent erronée. Les découvertes récentes en
matière des méthodes en biologie moléculaire permettent de classifier et d’identifier des
bactéries avec plus de précision mais elles ont encore des inconvénients tels que le manque
d’information en viabilité (vivant/mort) et nécessitent la spécificité et la disponibilité
d’initiateurs à l’acide nucléique. Des méthodes moléculaires de sous-typage plus récentes
consistant à classifier les souches bactériennes et isolats sont actuellement examinées en biodéfense, cependant chaque ensemble d’expériences d’initiateurs est spécifique à une certaine
bactérie ce qui ne permet pas de développer une méthode rapide de portée générale pour la
détection et l’identification bactérienne.
La portée des résultats : Cet article décrit une méthode rapide de détection et d’identification
bactérienne qui utilise une combinaison de la technique de spectrométrie de masse en tandem
de ionisation – désorption par impact laser assistée par matrice avec temps de vol (SM TV /
MALDI-TV) avec la mise au point d’une base de donnée de dépistage biologique interne. La
méthode proposée utilise une identification de protéines bidimensionnelle (technique de
cartographie peptidique de masse et de séquençage protéomique) pour corréler les
caractéristiques génotypiques et phénotypiques bactériennes. La fonction d’une cellule ou
d’une bactérie étant basée sur les protéines, l’identification rapide de protéines spécifiques
associées à des fonctions spécifiques telles que la toxicité bactérienne ou la viabilité fournirait
une information plus approfondie que des seules méthodes d’identification à base d’acide
nucléique.
La spectrométrie de masse MALDI-TV a été une technique proéminente en matière de
détection de biomolécules. Avec la spectrométrie de masse en tandem, MS TV /MALDI-TV,
on peut identifier des biomolécules telles que les protéines ou les peptides avec haute
précision. La méthode MALDI-TV a récemment été largement utilisée pour profiler des
protéines bactériennes, des glycoprotéines, peptides, glucides et lipides. La SM a le potentiel
de devenir un bio-détecteur à large assise interrogeant directement des cellules bactériennes
entières sans avoir besoin de traiter beaucoup d’échantillons.
On inclut, dans ce document, un examen des méthodes de détection et d’identification
bactériennes actuellement utilisées et de spectrométrie de masse en tandem de MALDI-TV
/TV ainsi que le développement de bases de donnée de dépistage biologique dans des
domaines privés et publics.
Travaux de recherche futurs : Les travaux proposés devraient initialement être axés sur le
groupe Bacillus cereus, comprenant B. anthracis, B. cereus, and B. thuringiensis. Les
données spécifiques reliées aux marqueurs de protéines et à l’identification vivant/mort dans
la SM devraient être inclues dans le développement de la base de données interne de dépistage
biologique. Une fois que la méthode sera mise au point et prouvée avec des espèces Bacillus,
la méthode pourra être étendue à d’autres bio-agents, virus et autres bactéries impliquées dans
les maladies infectieuses humaines.

Chan, N.W.C., Lee, W.E., Mester, Z. 2006. Rapid detection & identification of Bacillus
species using MALDI-TOF and biomarker database. DRDC Suffield TM 2006-078.
R&D pour la défense Canada – Suffield.
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Introduction
The detection and identification of microorganisms using current methods is an arduous task.
Traditionally, clinical diagnostics using morphological/ physiological, biochemical, and
chemotaxonomic characteristics of microorganisms have been used for species classification
and identification. This type of characterization is time-consuming, labour-intensive, and
largely inconclusive. However, recent advances in molecular biology suggest that
classification and identification of microorganisms reflecting relationships encoded in DNA
sequences are much more reliable [1].
PCR (polymerase chain reaction) is increasingly being used for diagnostic and forensic
purposes. However, the technique is limited by the specificity and availability of the PCR
primers that are used to amplify targeted sequences. As more DNA sequence and
experimental data become available, it is increasingly clear that many sequences thought to be
target-specific are shared by other, sometimes unrelated, species. This problem is
compounded because portions of particular virulence genes are shared among pathogenic and
non-pathogenic species; they sometimes encode a gene with similar functions. It therefore
becomes critical to understand whether the targeted DNA sequences are, indeed, species- or
strain-specific. Additionally there is only a single copy of DNA per cell, therefore
amplification is necessary in any genetic analyses.
Mass spectrometry (MS) has been applied to many areas of microbiology. Laser desorption,
plasma desorption, and fast atom bombardment (FAB)-mass spectrometry have been used to
analyze lipids from lyophilized membranes and cells in microorganisms [2, 3]. Matrixassisted laser desorption/ionization time-of-flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF MS) has
become a prominent technique in biological mass spectrometry since it was invented in 1987
[4, 5]. The development of MALDI-TOF MS provided high performance mass spectrometry
for the study of proteins and glycoproteins [6], peptides, lipids [2, 7 - 9], lectins and
carbohydrates [10] in microorganisms; and extensive studies of small, acid-soluble proteins
(SASPs) in bacterial spores [11 - 17]. The method has been used expansively to profile
bacterial proteins from cell extracts and intact cells [18 - 20]; to identify Gram-positive and
Gram-negative bacteria [20]; to rapidly identify bacterial strains via a compilation of MALDITOF mass spectral database [21 - 29]; and rapid virus identification [6, 30], and quantitative
determination of bacillus spores for forensic characterization [31].
MS has the potential to be the most broadband detector because everything (proteins, lipids,
nucleic acids, carbohydrates, metabolites, etc) has a specific mass [32]. But for MS to
become widely accepted as a bioagent detector, the method must overcome some challenges.
In this article, we propose a rapid bacterial detection and identification method using MALDITOF/TOF tandem mass spectrometry in conjunction to an in-house biomarker database.
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The Genus Bacillus
Bacillus species are characterized as Gram-positive, rod-shaped, aerobic, usually catalasepositive, endospore-forming bacteria [33, 34]. This genus is one of the largest and most
ubiquitous, and has gained notoriety with taxonomists for its extreme phenotypic diversity
and heterogeneity. Most Bacillus species are regularly encountered and cultivated from soil
samples, their primary habitat. The Bacillus cereus group, a very homogeneous cluster within
the Bacillus genus (recently termed B. cereus sensu lato), comprises four recognized species:
B. cereus, B. thuringiensis, B. anthracis, and B. mycoides [35 - 37]. These Bacillus species
can contaminate almost any environment including food and clean rooms, causing various
infections and foodborne illnesses. For example, B. anthracis, B. cereus, and B. thuringiensis
are genetically closely related, but phenotypically very diverse. B. anthracis produces a toxin
that is the cause of the acute and often lethal disease anthrax; B. cereus is a ubiquitous soil
bacterium and plays a role in food-transmitted gastroenteritis; B. thuringiensis is a very useful
source of insecticidal toxins, and is widely used in agriculture and horticulture.
Bacillus species form endospores in the presence of oxygen when under stress. The spores
are resistant to heat, cold, radiation, desiccation, and disinfectants, and are ubiquitous in soil.
The spores may survive in the environment for decades in certain soil conditions [38].

Traditional bacterial taxonomy
Taxonomy is defined as the study of the general principles of scientific classification [39].
Bacterial classification is mainly based on morphology and staining methods in several
categories, morphology (cocci, bacilli, spiral and pleomorphic), motility, stains (Gram
positive or Gram negative, acid fast), oxygen requirements (aerobic or anaerobic), sporeforming capabilities, culture conditions and requirements, antigenic properties, biochemical
reactions (catalase or oxidase activity), and mol% G + C content. Table 1 lists the identifying
characteristics of some of the more common Bacillus species. One can see ambiguities arise
if identification is based solely on morphological taxonomy.
In the case of B. anthracis, an isolate with the characteristic colonial morphology on nutrient
of blood agar (mat appearance, fairly flat, markedly tacky, white or grey-white and nonhaemolytic on blood agar, and often having curly tailing at the edge), which is aerobic, nonmotile, non-hemolytic, sensitive to penicillin and the diagnostic “gamma” phage, and able to
produce the capsule in blood or on nutrient agar containing 0.7% bicarbonate following
incubation in a 5-20% CO2 atmosphere, is thus identified as virulent B. anthracis [40].
Dragon et al. reported a shortened procedure of isolating colonies from a selective media, and
then testing with blood agar and penicillin; such non-haemolytic, penicillin-sensitive isolates
resulted in 78% of samples being proven positive by PCR [41]. This shows that relying solely
on taxonomical methods will result in false positives (22% in [41]) or in worst cases result in
false negatives (missed identification). Additionally, this reported process is labour-intensive
and tedious, requiring days before positive identification.
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PROPRIONATE UTILIZATION

STARCH HYDROLYSIS

CASEIN HYDROLYSIS

NITRATE REDUCTION

ACID + GAS FROM AS GLUCOSE

ACID FROM AS GLUCOSE

GROWTH IN 7% NaCl

GROWTH AT 60C

GROWTH AT 50C

pH (IN V-P MEDIUM) <6.0

V-P REACTION

ANAEROBIC GROWTH

CITRATE UTILIZATION

LECITHOVITELLIN REACTION

LIPID GLOBULES IN PROTOPLASM

PARASPORAL BODIES

SPECIES

CATALASE PRODUCTION

MOTILITY

Table 1. Basic Characteristics for Identification of Selected Bacillus Species (excerpt from [42])
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+

+
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-

+

-

v
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-

V-P, Voges-Proskauer; AS, ammonium salt; +. More than 85% of strains examined by Gordon et al. [43] were
positive; -, more than 85% of strains negative; v, variable; n, test not applicable.

Bacterial taxonomical classification is more difficult than elemental molecular analyses.

Genetic identification methods
Bacillus anthracis is a member of the B. cereus/B. thuringiensis phylogenetic group [35, 40 48]. The members of this group are virtually indistinguishable by 16S and 23S rRNA
sequence analysis. Multilocus enzyme electrophoresis (MEE) and comparative DNA
sequence analysis suggest that they may represent a single species [46]. B. anthracis isolates
are extremely uniform in chromosome composition and are limited to the presence of the two
virulence plasmids, pX01 and pX02. This conserved state reflects the relatively recent
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evolution of B. anthracis from a parental B. cereus subgroup. DNA samples must be
extracted from suspicious samples prior to any genetic analyses. PCR targeting a combination
of lethal factor gene or protective antigen gene on pX01, capsule A, B or C gene on pX02,
plus a chromosomal gene (rpoB or gyrA), followed by gel electrophoresis and DNA
sequencing, can differentiate B. anthracis from other Bacillus species. Yet there are potential
mis-classification because these assays are based on single-nucleotide differences between
B. anthracis and other Bacillus species. Unwarranted assumptions are often made about the
specificity of the DNA sequences targeted. It was once thought that targeting selected
virulence genes would provide an unambiguous identification of a microbial pathogen within
a complex sample. False positives were detected for non-suspicious soil samples using a
PCR-ELISA technique with primers targeting the B or C gene of pX02; four isolated strains
belonging to the B. cereus group were identified [48].
Further strain identification requires sequencing the complete genome of the Bacillus spp.
which takes weeks or even months for positive results [49 - 53]. The complete sequencing of
the protective antigen (PA) gene sequence from 26 different Bacillus anthracis strains
revealed only five point mutations confirming the lack of genetic diversity [46, 54 - 57] in this
bacterium.
Many researchers in the genetic analysis field have realized that positive identification
requires detection of nucleic acid sequences at multiple locations (i.e. multilocus) rather than
just one or two specific genes. Amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) is a
multilocus method that can be used to rapidly identify bacterial species and phylogenetic
relationship to other microorganisms [57]. AFLP is simple and provides quick analysis to
differentiate bacterial species, but lacks the further differentiation power to separate
B. anthracis strains and isolates [58].
Molecular sub-typing methods, such as multiple-locus variable-number tandem repeat
analysis (MLVA), were used to determine the strain of B. anthracis used in the 2001
bioterrorism-associated outbreak [56, 59, 60] and to identify other outbreaks [58, 61, 62]. The
work reported by Hoffmaster et al. required sub-typing 135 isolates and sequencing the
protective antigen gene from 42 representative isolates for confirmation of the identity of the
B. anthracis strain. MLVA which uses variable number of tandem repeats (VNTRs) has
proven to be a suitable method for assessing genetic polymorphisms within bacterial species.
This method still suffers drawbacks such as availability and selection of VNTR loci as
suitable PCR priming sites. Multiloci sequence typing (MLST) is another recent sub-typing
method based on sequencing a number of essential or housekeeping genes spread around the
bacterial chromosome, a direct adaptation of the MEE method [63] but with greater
discrimination [64]. All of these new PCR-based subtyping methods are certainly superior
and more sophisticated than standard PCR which targets only a few gene segments.
The marked absence of reliable characteristics for rapidly delineating these species makes
MALDI-TOF/TOF MS an attractive alternative method. Moreover, genetic analysis does not
reveal the virulence of the identified B. anthracis, due to the fact that the technique involves
only detection of nucleic acid sequences and cannot determine whether the bacteria are live or
dead. Thus, it is necessary that bacterial colonies isolated from culture plates be used in
genetic analyses. Any protein biomarkers that can indicate live/dead status of B. anthracis
rapidly would be an asset to emergency response teams. Genetic analysis also requires use of

4
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specific primer sets to target specific groups of bacteria, therefore each bacterium requires its
own set of experiments. MADLI-TOF/TOF MS method in combination with a biomarker
database search system will be a universal detection and identification method for
microorganisms.
Figure 1 shows a comparison of time required for proper bacterial identification using
traditional taxonomy, genetic analysis, and the proposed MALDI-TOF/TOF MS method. The
significantly short time expected in the proposed method is due to minimal sample handling
and preparation, no need for protein separation or bacteria growth for confirmation of
viability.

Figure 1. Compare traditional taxonomy, genetic analysis and proposed MALDI-TOF MS method
for detection and identification of Bacillus species.
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Overview of MALDI-TOF
Mass spectrometry has emerged as an important tool for analyzing and characterizing
biomolecules of varying complexity. The matrix assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI)
technique [65], first introduced in 1985, has increased the upper mass limit for mass
spectrometric analyses of biomolecules to over 300,000 Da, and has enabled the analysis of a
wide range of biomolecules by mass spectrometry.
MALDI-time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry is now a mature technique offering
extremely fast and accurate identification of organic molecules. MALDI requires an
ultraviolet absorbing matrix which is mixed with the analyte leading to the co-crystallization
of analyte with the matrix. When a pulsed laser beam tuned to the appropriate frequency hits
the crystalline structure, the energy is initially transferred to the matrix (present in large
excess) which is then partially vaporized. Intact target molecules are transformed into ions
and then entered into the gas phase enabling mass spectrometry detection. In some cases a full
molecular mass spectrum can be collected from a single laser shot, offering an extremely fast
and information-rich sample interrogation method.
Microbial taxonomy based on mass spectrometry has been investigated for over 30 years.
During this time the pool of accessible biomarkers has constantly increased, paralleling the
development of ionization methods and other mass spectrometric technologies. Currently the
most intensively studied potential biomarkers are the proteins. In order to correlate cell
function to unique biomarkers, proteins are prime candidates because almost all function is
governed by proteins. Proteins contribute about 50% of the dry weight of bacteria and are
distributed among 200-6000 molecules. Though DNA constitutes the most unique biomarker,
there is only one copy per cell requiring an intense amplification process for analytical use.
With this proposed MALDI-TOF/TOF MS technology, proteins provide the most
characteristic biomarkers accessible in the analysis of intact organisms without extraction,
separation, or amplification.
MS-based bacterial identification methods using protein biomarkers based on the comparison
of a mass spectrum is a relatively simple procedure [21 - 24]. These methods require rigorous
controls of experimental conditions such as cell growth media or temperature, otherwise
results can be uncertain and erroneous. Bacterial identification based on comparison of a
database generated from experiments will reflect a plethora of information that is otherwise
not available from public databases due to insufficient information on complete genome
sequence information and posttranslational modifications.
Mass spectrometry is an important technique for chemical and biological analyses and for the
study of ion chemistry. There are five components in a mass spectrometer: sample
introduction, ionization, mass analyzer, ion detector, and computer data system. The MALDI
ionization component, mass analyzer and ion detector are operated under vacuum. Vacuum is
required to reduce collisional defocusing (or scattering), electrical discharge and high
background from air, all of which result in high sensitivity and resolution in detection. The
ionization methods create ions in the gas phase. Soft (non-destructive) ionization methods
such as electrospray ionization (ESI) and MALDI are popular choices for analysis of

6
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biological samples. The mass analyzer functions to separate ions according to their mass-tocharge (m/z) ratio, and to maximize the resolved ion intensity. The ion detector (electron
multiplier detector or multichannel plate detector) detects the individual ions after the mass
analyzer and converts to a readable mass spectrum (ion intensity vs. m/z).

Matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization
MALDI as a soft ionization method for ionization of proteins was introduced by Karas and
Hillenkamp in 1988 [66]. Koichi Tanaka first published MALDI spectra of proteins under
100,000 Da [67] and went on to win the 2002 Nobel Prize in chemistry for his work. In a
MALDI experiment, a low molecular weight photoabsorbing organic compound (matrix) is
added to the sample prior to irradiation with ultraviolet (UV) nanosecond laser pulses to
desorb high molecular weight biomolecular ions (figure 2). The function of the matrix is to
absorb the energy from the laser beam, and transfer energy to sample molecules via
vibrational or electronic excitation. The matrix protects the sample molecules and promotes
formation of intact molecular ions (M+). Typical choices of matrix materials are α-cyanohydroxycinnamic acid (CHCA), sinapinic acid (SA) and dihydroxybenzoic acid (DHB).

Figure 2. Principle of the matrix assisted laser desorption ionization (MALDI) process. Sample
molecules are mixed with photoabsorbing matrix materials and loaded onto a sample probe prior
to an experiment. UV laser pulses irradiate the sample/matrix mixture. Intact molecular ions (M+)
along with matrix ions are desorbed into the vacuum as a result of laser photon-matrix molecule
interactions. All ions acquire kinetic energy proportional to their charge (z).
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Time-of-flight mass analyzer
All ions generated from the MALDI process acquire kinetic energy proportional to their
charges (z). The intact M+ desorbs into a vacuum drift region (typically between 0.5 to 2 m
long tube) where they are separated according to their charges (z) and masses (m). Ions with
the same charge but different masses have different times of flight (t) through the drift region
of the instrument. Calibration procedures correlate an ion’s time of flight, measured in an
experiment, with its mass. Equation 1 describes the relationships of time of flight, mass and
charge of an ion.

Therefore,

zV =

1 2
mv
2

t=

1 m
⋅L
2 zV

t∝

m
z

where

v=

L
t

Eq.1

L is the length of the drift region, V is the voltage applied in the ionization region (typically in
kV), t is the flight time through the drift region to the detector, m and z are the molecular mass
and charge of the ion, respectively. The length, voltage and time can be obtained
experimentally to determine the mass-to-charge ration (m/z) of the ion. Figure 3 shows a
cartoon of the TOF mass analyzer separating ions with same charge but different masses.
All ions can be made to proceed from ionization source to detection and thus no upper
theoretical mass limitation. Therefore, TOF mass analyzer is commonly used in the
biological field for detection of large molecules up to 500 kDa. Most TOF spectrometers
employ multichannel plate (MCP) detectors which have a rapid time response (<1 ns) and a
high sensitivity. The large planar (2 cm diameter with a smooth, flat surface) detection area
results in a large acceptance volume of the spectrometer. It is possible to detect many ions at
the same time which is important for MALDI where hundreds of ions can be created within a
few nanoseconds.
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Figure 3. Principle of the time-of-flight mass analyzer. Ions formed in an ion source are
extracted and accelerated to a high velocity by an electric field (typically 15-20 kV), then entered
into an analyzer consisting of a long straight drift tube. The time taken for an ion to traverse the
drift tube is proportional to the square root of its mass-to-charge ratio. If two ions both carry the
same charge, the large ion (red) will travel down the tube at a lower velocity than the small ion
(blue). The small ion reaches the detector before the large ion, and thus reflected on the
spectrum ( right) as shorter time.

MS/MS detection & identification
Despite all the advantages, MALDI-TOF has a major limitation, it reports molecular weight
without any structural information. Thus it cannot be used to determine protein sequence –
data critical to a protein chemist. To overcome this limitation, tandem mass spectrometry
(MS/MS) is used to obtain sequence information for peptide and protein identification.
MALDI-TOF/TOF MS combines the advantages of high sensitivity for peptide analysis
associated with MALDI and comprehensive fragmentation information from high-energy
collision-induced dissociation (CID) [68, 69] (Fig. 4). A TOF/TOF tandem mass
spectrometer permits high resolution precursor-ion selection and high-energy collisional
activation of the selected ion and recording of full fragment spectra. High-energy CID
fragmentation pathways are usually rationalized by direct bond cleavages. The nature and the
extent of fragmentation can be controlled by the choice of matrix (CHCA, DHB, etc.) and
collision gas (He, Ar, Xe, etc.). The resulting fragmentation spectra provide comprehensive
sequence and structural characterizations. Figure 5 shows the Biemann nomenclature [69] for
peptide CID fragment ions. High-energy peptide CID fragmentation produces mostly side
chain cleavage (d, v, w ions), as opposed to low-energy CID spectra exhibiting mostly peptide
chain cleavages (b and y ions).
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Figure 4. MALDI-TOF/TOF instrument (after [68]). The tandem TOF-TOF has a high-energy
collision cell placed between two TOF mass analyzers. The sample is irradiated by laser in the
ionization chamber, then accelerated into the first TOF drift tube. The precursor ion of interest is
selected at the TOF1 stage. In the collision cell, mostly single collision events are observed and
ion excitation is mainly electronic. Daughter ions resulting from fragmentation enter the second
TOF stage and separated by mass and charge before reaching the detector.

Figure 5. Biemann nomenclature for peptide CID fragment ions. N-terminal fragment ions (those
containing the N-terminus of the peptide) are labeled with the first few letters of the alphabet
(a, b, c, d), whereas C-terminal fragment ions (those containing the C-terminus of the peptide) are
labeled with the last few letters of the alphabet (v, w, x, y, z). High-energy CID of peptide often
provides additional fragmentation from the cleavage of the bond between amino acid β- and
γ-carbon atoms resulting in the loss of part of the side chain of the amino acid (d, v, w ions).

10
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There are two distinct approaches in research related to MALDI-based bacterial identification.
The most commonly used approach is protein mass fingerprinting, i.e. a mass spectrum
reporting molecular weights of a collection of proteins [14 - 16, 18]. Characteristic mass
spectra of intact biomolecules (mostly proteins) are collected from bacterial surfaces;
databases are generated from known species and, using these databases for comparison,
unknown bacteria can be identified. The main advantage of this approach is its simplicity and
speed. Samples can be analyzed at a rate of one sample per minute, unmatched by any other
technique. No sample preparation is required, and the sample requirement is very low (a few
microliters containing a few thousand cells). Using this approach a one-dimensional (1-D)
protein mass fingerprint can be collected from the bacterial surfaces. The information content
of this 1-D picture is often sufficient to yield reliable identification for species
(eg. B. anthracis vs. B. cereus), but not for strains (eg. B. anthracis Ames vs. B. anthracis
Sterne). Analysis of spores is commonly viewed as difficult because of low levels of proteins
markers and requirement of strong conditions to lyse spores, but these disadvantages become
an asset to rapid characterization in intact spore MALDI-TOF MS because of the specificity
of a small group of proteins, the small acid-soluble proteins (SASPs). In specific cases of
dealing with bacillus spores, Fenselau and colleagues have reported differentiation at the
strain levels [15].
The other commonly employed approach is based on proteomics involving lots of sample
preparations and using MALDI-TOF for peptide sequencing. The proteins in the cell lysate
are separated by two-dimensional gel electrophoresis based on molecular weight seaparation
in SDS-PAGE (sodium dodecyl sulphate-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis) and pKa (the
negative logarithm of the acid dissociation constant) separation in IEF (isoelectric focusing).
Then each protein is treated with a proteolytic enzyme (e.g., trypsin) and the partially or fully
digested protein is interrogated by MALDI to give a mass fingerprint of the tryptic peptides
[70]. If the protein sequence of the target microbe is available, a search can be performed
against the peptide map predicted by theoretical enzyme-specific digestion of the protein. This
proteomic approach can increase the reliability of the identification by increasing the content
of the information derived from the MALDI experiment, but it requires a known protein
sequence in a public database for a successful match and also requires several timeconsuming sample preparation and separation steps. This proteomic approach provides a 1-D
identification of a protein by its sequence information, but a combination of protein sequences
is required for positive identification of bacterial species or strains.
Our proposed approach combines protein mass fingerprinting and proteomic sequencing.
This 2-D approach reports both molecular weight and sequence information of all
characteristic proteins from intact bacteria, and makes two important advances: more
information and minimal sample preparation. Using a MALDI TOF/TOF mass analyzer,
peptide sequences could be created by fragmenting the characteristic proteins observed in the
protein mass fingerprint spectrum and subsequently recording the fragment spectra. Mass
spectrometric fragmentation of ions from even small intact proteins, to give partial
information on amino acid sequence that can be used as an identification tag, presents a
unique challenge which can be overcome by using high-energy fragmentation approaches
available with TOF/TOF instrumentation. The result is a plethora of information starting with
a spectrum of protein mass fingerprint accompanied by a collection of spectra with sequence
information to identify the corresponding protein chosen from the fingerprint. This 2-D
approach does not require the considerable sample treatment steps that are necessary with the
1-D proteomic approach with enzymatic proteolysis and protein separation, mentioned above.
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Biomarker database
The 2-D fingerprint database will be built and populated for selected species (Bacillus
species). The database will be built open-ended so that the data can be refreshed and new data
added by the end-users when new microbes are mapped. The current technology based on 1D fingerprinting is potentially capable of identifying bacteria down to the strain level.
However, the reliability of this technology is often questioned even at theoretical levels. Use
of advanced TOF/TOF mass spectrometry for the generation of 2-D fingerprints significantly
increases the amount of information accessed and will address this issue. Another potential
advantage of this approach is that the fragment spectra generated by the TOF/TOF instrument
provides sequence tags that are searchable against protein/DNA databases, further enhancing
reliability of identification.
The resources to build biomarker databases based on protein and peptide information have
increased in recent years. Public databases and algorithms such as Blast, MSBlast, [71 - 74],
Open Mass Spectrometry Search Algorithm (OMSSA) at NCBI [75], ProteinProspector [76],
ExPASy proteomic server and Swissprot by the Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics (SIB) [77],
and Open Proteomics Database (OPD) [78], private databases such as MAXspec and
MicrobeLynxTM equipped in a M@LDITM Linear Time of Flight Mass Spectrometer from
Waters Corporation [21] or PROWL developed in collaboration between ProteoMetrics and
Rockefeller University, and numerous in-house databases [24] indicate the need to expand
search capabilities to accommodate the vast amount of data and information generated from
peptide and protein analyses in MS. Though large numbers of protein databases are available
either in the public domain or in private instrumentation, there is a requirement for a specific
protein database to benefit identification and detection of biological agents, similar to those
for chemical agents. A chemical agent database provided by the Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (OPCW) is based on specific fragmentation patterns of
chemical warfare agents, precursors and degradation products obtained using electron impact
(EI) ionization or chemical ionization (CI) methods. At DRDC Suffield, D’Agostino et al.
developed a mass spectral database of chemical warfare agents, degradation products and
related compounds using liquid chromatography-electrospray ionization mass spectrometry
(LC-ESI-MS) [79].
With more advance instrumentation in MS and better knowledge in bacterial protein
fingerprinting in the form of MALDI-TOF/TOF MS, a mass spectral database compiled with
Bacillus species will provide a rapid method for detection and identification of virulent
Bacillus strains.
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Future Research
The proposed research plan, described in figure 6, will assess the ability of MALDI-TOF/TOF
MS to rapidly identify intact bacterial cells and to generate species- and strain-specific protein
fingerprint spectra for Bacillus anthracis, B. cereus, B. subtilis, B. thuringiensis, and
B. globigii. The database of spectra will be assembled from a selection of relevant species
grown in pure culture. Chemometric (statistical and computer) approaches will be applied
and evaluated to assess the performance, limits and ruggedness of the technique in providing
accurate identification of bacterial species in complex test samples. Chemometrics will
evaluate the procedures, and assist in extraction of valuable information, and most importantly
in pattern recognition for spectral library matching and comparison

Figure 6. The scheme of a rapid MALDI-TOF/TOF MS-based microorganism identification using a
combination of mass fingerprinting, peptide sequence information, and proteomic database
search engine. Intact bacteria (or spores) are mixed with a matrix and then loaded onto a MALDI
probe. The sample is irradiated and a precursor-ion spectrum (mass fingerprinting) is produced
in the first TOF stage. Then, precursor-ion collision-induced dissociation and fragmentation
result in a fragment ion spectrum for peptide sequence information. A 2-D fingerprinting
database system is developed for future rapid identification.
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Additionally, evaluation of various common culturing protocols for Bacillus species with
respect to the consistency of MALDI information will be obtained. The culturing conditions
are probably the single most important factor in the consistency of the mass fingerprint.
Various growth media in plate and broth formulations will be evaluated. Growth stage,
vegetative vs. spore states, will also be studied. The application of MALDI-MS to bacterial
spores presents some challenges because spore coats are difficult to lyse in order to release
biomarkers for MS analysis. Several techniques will be evaluated to study the release of
biomarkers from spores including corona discharge, sonication, strong acid treatment.
In order to safely handle pathogenic strains it is crucial to evaluate various sterilization
methods and their effect on the mass fingerprints generated by MALDI. Study of various
sterilization methods with respect to the consistency of MALDI information will be obtained.
Heat treatment, gamma irradiation, and various chemical treatments will be evaluated in
respect to their effect on the MALDI 2D spectra. B. anthracis or any other virulent bacteria
will be studied only after suitable sterilization methods have been developed. A quick
live/dead identification using intact cell MALDI-TOF/TOF MS will prove advantages over
current virulence test by growing bacteria in culture.
A mass spectral database compiled with MALDI-TOF/TOF data could be used to rapidly
identify and differentiate virulent strains of Bacillus from non-virulent strains. Initially the
database would be populated by Bacillus species, then it could be expanded to include other
bioagents (Brucella species, Clostridium botulinum), viruses (alphaviruses) and various
bacteria implicated in human infectious diseases (Escherichia coli O157:H7, Salmonella
species, etc.).
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Discussion & Conclusions
Traditional bacterial taxonomy classifies bacteria according to their morphological,
physiological, biochemical, and chemical characteristics. This type of characterization is
arduous and results are usually inconclusive. Bacterial classification is more difficult than
elemental molecular anaylsis. Genetic identification methods, such as 16S and 23S ribosomal
RNA sequence analysis, are commonly used to identify bacteria and are often sufficient to
yield reliable identification for genus (eg. Bacillus vs. Escherichia) and species (Bacillus
anthracis vs. Bacillus megaterium), but not strains (B. anthracis Ames vs. B. anthracis
Sterne). Among the Bacillus cereus group, which consists of B. anthracis, B. cereus, and
B. thuringiensis, the 16S and 23S rRNA sequences are 100% identical, so more rigorous
molecular typing methods are required for identification. Moreover, genetic analysis does not
reveal the virulence of the identified bacteria, due to the fact that the technique involves
detection of nucleic acid sequences without live/dead information. Since cell functions are
associated with proteins, identification of protein biomarkers which could indicate live/dead
status of bacteria would be an asset.
Bacterial identification based on protein biomarkers detected by mass spectrometry is a
simple procedure. This method allows direct interrogation of intact bacterial cells, thereby
eliminating laborious preparation and sample processing steps. Mass spectrometry detection
with a soft ionization method, such as matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI),
has the potential to be the most generic detector because it detects everything (protein, lipids,
carbohydrates, metabolites, etc.) that has a specific mass. The proposed research project is to
develop a tandem MALDI-TOF method to rapidly identify bacteria and to generate a speciesand strain-specific protein biomarker database. The potential for rapid analysis due to
minimal sample preparation, no need for protein separation or bacterial growth for
confirmation of viability would prove advantageous over current methods.
A mass spectral database compiled with MALDI-TOF/TOF data could be used to rapidly
identify and differentiate virulent strains of Bacillus from non-virulent strains. Specific data
relating to protein biomarkers and live/dead identification in MS would be included in this inhouse database. Initially the database would be populated by Bacillus cereus group, then the
project could be expanded to include other bioagents (Brucella species, Clostridium
botulinum), viruses (alphaviruses) and various bacteria (Escherichia coli O157:H7,
Salmonella species, etc.) implicated in human infectious diseases.
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List of symbols/abbreviations/acronyms/initialisms
AFLP

Amplified fragment length polymorphism analysis

Ar

Argon gas

B.

Bacillus

CB

Chemical Biological

CF

Canadian Forces

CHCA

α-cyano-hydroxycinnamic acid

CI

Chemical ionization

CID

Collision-induced dissociation

CO2

Carbon dioxide

DHB

Dihydroxybenzoic acid

DNA

Deoxy-nucleic acid

DND

Department of National Defence

DRDC

Defence Research & Development Canada

ELISA

Enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay

EI

Electron impact

ESI

Electrospray ionization

ExPASy

Expert Protein Analysis System

G+C

Guanine and cytosine

He

Helium gas

kDa

Kilodalton

kV

kilovolt

L

Length of drift tube in a mass spectrometer
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LC

Liquid chromatography

m

Mass of an ion

M+

Molecular ion

m/z

Mass-to-charge

MALDI

Matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization

MCP

Multichannel plate

MEE

Multilocus enzyme electrophoresis

MLST

Multilocus sequence typing

MLVA

Multilocus variable-number tandem repeat (VNTR) analysis

MS

Mass spectrometry

MS/MS

Tandem mass spectrometry

OMSSA

Open Mass Spectrometry Search Algorithm

OPCW

The Organization for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons

OPD

Open Proteomics Database

PA

Protective antigent

PCR

Polymerase chain reaction

PLET

Polymyxin, lysozyme, EDTA, thallium acetate medium

rRNA

Ribosomal RNA

SA

Sinapinic acid

SASPs

Small, acid-soluble proteins

SDS-PAGE

Sodium dodecyl (lauryl) sulphate – polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis

SIB

Swiss Institute of Bioinformatics

spp.

Species

t

Flight time of an ion
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TOF

Time-of-flight

TOF/TOF

Tandem time-of-flight mass analyzers

UV

ultraviolet

V

voltage

VNTRs

Variable-number tandem repeats

Xe

Xenon gas

z

Charge of an ion
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